SEAMO FAQ
Q1. When is SEAMO scheduled in India?
Ans. It is on 6 August, 2017 (Sunday)
Q2. When is the last date of Registration?
Ans. 31 July, 2017 (Monday)
Q3. How can a student register for SEAMO?
Ans. There are 2 modes of registration :
Offine : Students can fill up the form through their respective school along with the registration fees
and/or submit the filled in form at the nearest registration office mentioned in the brochure.
Online : Students can visit the official website i.e www.seamoindia.com, fill up the online
registration form and by submitting the registration fees.
Q4. What are the modes of Payment?
Ans. In case of offline registration it could be by Cash/Cheque/Demand Draft & in case of online
registration it could be by credit card, debit card, net banking.
Q5. What is the syllabus for the SEAMO exam?
Ans. Please refer to the link : http://seamo-official.org/resources
Q6. Is SEAMO conducted in English only?
Ans. Yes
Q7. Is SEAMO subjective or objective exam?
Ans. It will be of Objective Type. Every question will carry 4 answer options wherein one option will
be correct.
Q8. Which all students can appear for SEAMO?
Ans. For students of Class V to XII
Q9. Is there a negative marking?
Ans. No
Q10. If two students get same marks, so would the ranking be same?
Ans. Yes, if they would mark right answers to the same number of questions from easy, moderate
and
difficult sections. On the other hand a student is expected to get a better rank if he/she marks more
correct answers from difficult section and yet secures same marks as someone who has got less of
difficult questions correct.
Q11. When will the National & International Rankings declared?
Ans. SEAMO India results will be declared on 25 August, 2017 along with All India Rank and
personalized report card. The International Rank will be declared sometime in December 2017,
once SEAMO publishes the results of all other Asian countries.
Q12. How will SEAMO publish international rank if the exam is conducted on different
dates in different countries?
Ans. The question paper for all countries including India will be prepared together hence the
experts of SEAMO will maintain parity in terms of difficulty level.
Q13. How can the Analytical and other skills of a student be evaluated in just about 24
questions?
Ans. SEAMO is not about speed or accuracy as a student gets on an average 4-5 minutes per
question

which means a student has to deeply think on the solution approach to a problem. Based on the
answer option selected a student's skill base will get rejected.
Q14. If a student gets top rank, will they be eligible for any scholarship?
Ans. No, SEAMO is all about assessing one's ability to think on the solution approach to a
problem,
compete with other students, evaluate National and International standing, and identify strengths &
weaknesses and to develop improvement in learning methods in their future.
Q15. Where can I get sample papers from?
Ans. Please refer to the link : http://seamo-official.org/resources

